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ABSTRACT: Spectroscopic imaging has been an increasingly
critical approach for unveiling specific molecules in biological
environments. Toward this goal, we demonstrate hyperspectral
stimulated Raman loss (SRL) imaging by intrapulse spectral
scanning through a femtosecond pulse shaper. The hyper-
spectral stack of SRL images is further analyzed by a
multivariate curve resolution (MCR) method to reconstruct
quantitative concentration images for each individual compo-
nent and retrieve the corresponding vibrational Raman spectra.
Using these methods, we demonstrate quantitative mapping of
dimethyl sulfoxide concentration in aqueous solutions and in
fat tissue. Moreover, MCR is performed on SRL images of
breast cancer cells to generate maps of principal chemical
components along with their respective vibrational spectra.
These results show the great capability and potential of
hyperspectral SRL microscopy for quantitative imaging of
complicated biomolecule mixtures through resolving overlapped Raman bands.

Over the past decades, most of our knowledge about cell
functions was derived from biochemical assays such as

immuno-blotting of cell homogenates. These biochemical
assays lack the capability of single cell analysis. NMR
spectroscopy, mass spectrometry, and Raman spectroscopy
are used for detection of specific molecules in cells and tissues,
with improved sensitivity toward single cell analysis.1−3

Nevertheless, these tools do not tell the spatial locations of
the analytes inside the cell. For subcellular visualization,
fluorescence microscopy, along with the development of
versatile probes, single molecule detection, and super-resolution
imaging, has become a powerful tool for visualization of gene
expression and protein dynamics in individual fixed or live cells.
The fluorescence probes are, however, too bulky for labeling
small molecules such as lipids, carbohydrates, metabolites, and
drugs that play essential roles in the biochemistry of living cells.
These limitations raise a critical need for developing new
imaging tools for single cell analysis.
Optical signals from molecular vibrations provide a contrast

that can be used for visualization of molecules inside a single
cell noninvasively and without fluorescent labeling. With the
advent of high imaging speed enabled by large signal level,
coherent Raman scattering (CRS) microscopy,4,5 which
includes coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS)6−10

and stimulated Raman scattering (SRS),11−14 is becoming a

powerful tool for label-free imaging of biomedical samples. To
date, three kinds of CRS imaging modalities have been
demonstrated, single band, hyperspectral, and CRS/Raman
hybrid, as summarized below.
With one specific vibrational band being excited, CRS

microscopy has achieved high data acquisition speed till video
rate imaging.12 So far, single frequency CRS microscopy has
found success in imaging various biological structures,15,16 such
as lipid bodies17−19 and myelin sheaths,20,21 and molecules with
isolated Raman bands, such as deuterated compounds.22

However, it is difficult for single frequency CRS to resolve
molecular species that have overlapped Raman bands. Other
important modalities have been developed to address this issue.
One is vibrational spectromicroscopy where high-speed CRS
imaging is coupled with spontaneous Raman spectral analysis of
the pixels of interest.23 This modality has proved its value in the
study of fat compositions in C. elegans,24 membrane phase in
3D culture of epithelium,25 and spinal cord.26 More
importantly, since the early work on multiplex CARS
microscopy,27,28 many laboratories have developed hyper-
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spectral imaging modalities by employing CRS signals at
multiple frequencies. Hyperspectral CRS imaging involves
multiplex detection of a CRS spectrum at each pixel, or
scanning of excitation wavelength to form a stack of spectrally
resolved images. Over the past, hyperspectral CARS and SRS
imaging has been performed with both picosecond (ps) and
femtosecond (fs) lasers.
The ps pulse excitation was widely used in CARS microscopy

for optimal contrast with regard to the nonresonant back-
ground.29 With ps pulse excitation, multifrequency imaging can
be performed through point-by-point tuning of laser wave-
length. Lin et al.30 and Lim et al.31 demonstrated hyperspectral
CARS imaging on a customized ps optical parametric oscillator
(OPO) platform with software-controlled wavelength tuning,
but its tuning speed is limited by the temperature stabilization
of the OPO crystal. Beǵin et al.32 used a programmable laser,
with up to 10 kHz tuning rate in 250 cm−1 range, to tune the
wavelength of excitation laser for hyperspectral CARS imaging,
whereas the pulse duration of ∼35 ps largely reduced the CARS
signal level.
As compared to the narrow band ps pulse, the fs pulse offers

larger spectral bandwidth and higher peak power. Because of
the high peak power, the fs laser-based CARS and SRS have
shown an increase in the signal level by 1 order of magnitude as
compared to ps pulse excitation.14,33,34 Meanwhile, the use of
longer wavelengths (0.8 and 1.1 μm) effectively avoided the
photodamage caused by fs pulses.14,35 Multiplex CARS
microscopy, employing a narrowband ps laser and a broadband
fs laser for excitation, has found fruitful applications.36,37

Notably, Mischa Bonn, Marcus Cicerone, and their co-workers
have developed effective algorithms that extract the resonant
CARS signal from the nonresonant background in a multiplex
CARS image.38,39 As for SRS microscopy, Fu et al.40

demonstrated multiwavelength SRS using an acousto-optic
tunable filter to modulate three frequency components of the

broadband fs excitation beam. In their method, each channel
required a demodulator, that is, lock-in amplifier to obtain the
SRS signal. In another study, Ozeki et al.41 demonstrated
hyperspectral SRS imaging by filtering a broadband fs excitation
beam and amplifying it with a custom-built, low dispersion fiber
amplifier. A novel demodulation approach that requires no
lock-in amplifier42 offers a potential solution for multiplex SRS
microscopy.
To extend the spectral bandwidth of fs pulses, multiplex

CARS microscopy based on supercontinuum generation has
been developed by a few laboratories,43−47 providing broad
outputs with more than 2500 cm−1 spectral bandwidth.48

Supercontinuum is usually generated by a photonic crystal fiber
(PCF) pumped by a ps or fs laser. The reproducibility and
stability of the supercontinuum therefore is affected by the
property of each individual PCF, fiber coupling conditions, and
the stability of the pump laser. The spectral power density of
PCF-based sources is generally low, leading to relatively long
acquisition time. Broadband CARS microscopy has found
applications in biology and materials science.48,49 With fs pulse
excitation, single laser CARS microscopy employing pulse
shaping techniques was first demonstrated by Silberberg and
co-workers.50 Real applications of this modality are limited by
its low detection sensitivity and the narrow spectral window
covered by an fs pulse.
In parallel with multiplex CARS, interferometric CARS offers

another important means to retrieve vibrational spectra with
speed ∼102 times faster than spontaneous Raman.51−55 In
interferometric CARS imaging, a third beam is required to
produce an interferogram of CARS signal. The interferogram is
processed by series of algorithms to calculate the imaginary part
of the χ(3) component which reflects the Raman spectrum.
Regenerative amplifiers, with typical repetition rate of 250 kHz,
were commonly used for high power generation. Interfero-

Figure 1. A hyperspectral SRL microscope with intrapulse spectral scanner. AOM: acousto-optic modulator. DM: dichroic mirror. SU: scanning unit.
PD: photodiode. RA: resonant amplifier.
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metric hyperspectral CARS has showed capability in versatile
applications.54,56−59

Along with the above-mentioned technical advances of
CARS and SRS imaging, quantitative image analysis methods
are also under development. The principal component analysis
(PCA) method has been used to distinguish components with
regard to the most critical variables.60 The PCA method alone
can neither determine the concentration of molecules with a
given spectrum, nor can it retrieve the original Raman
spectrum. On the other hand, least-squares fitting for a single
spectrum is suitable only for systems with each component
known.40 Therefore, a method that can retrieve concentration
along with the Raman spectra is needed, especially when
spectral profiles of the major components are unknown.48

In this Article, we demonstrate a new approach for
quantitative vibrational imaging by hyperspectral SRS micros-
copy and subsequent multivariate curve resolution (MCR)
analysis. Here, hyperspectral SRS imaging is realized by spectral
scanning of fs pulse in a 4f pulse shaper. As compared to the
use of chirped fs pulses,61 a key advantage of our approach is
the full control of the spectral width or temporal duration of the
outputs with the pulse shaping technique.62,63 In our earlier
work,14,29 we showed that for Raman bands with a half width of
∼5 cm−1 the decrease in signal level is small when the pulse
duration increases from 100 fs to 1 ps. Thus, we have
constructed reliable and cost-effective pulse shapers providing
1.0 ps/∼10 cm−1 bandwidth for optimal spectral resolution
while maintaining the SRS signal level. To do this, a variable slit
was placed in the Fourier plane of a 4-f pulse shaper, cutting a
narrow spectral window from the broadband spectral profile.
Spectral scan was realized by moving the slit using an
automated translation stage along the Fourier plane and
recording an SRS image at each step.
Furthermore, we report the first use of multivariate curve

resolution (MCR) for analysis of hyperspectral SRS images.
Unlike the linear regression method, MCR can resolve mixtures
without requiring pure component training spectra,64 and has
found versatile applications in spectroscopy,65 multifluorophore
fluorescence imaging,66 spontaneous Raman imaging,67,68 and
photoacoustic imaging.69 In this work, we employed the MCR
method to retrieve the concentration map of dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO) penetrated into a fat tissue, despite the strong lipid
signal in C−H vibration region. We also mapped the major

components in breast cancer cells using spectra at points of
interest as the initial estimation.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS

SRS Microscope. Hyperspectral SRS imaging was per-
formed on a stimulated Raman loss (SRL) microscope
equipped with a synchronously pumped fs OPO system
(Figure 1). A Ti:sapphire laser (Mai-Tai, Spectra-Physics,
Mountain View, CA) with pulse duration 100 fs, repetition rate
80 MHz was tuned to 820 nm to pump an OPO (Inspire,
Spectra-Physics, Mountain View, CA). The 820 nm beam
served as the Stokes beam ωS, while the OPO provided the
pump beam ωp at around 660 nm. An acousto-optic modulator
(1205-C, Isomet, Springfield, VA) was placed in the Stokes
beam, modulating at 2 MHz. The pump and Stokes beams were
collinearly combined and directed in to a laser scanning
microscope (FV300 + IX71, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). A water
immersion objective lens (UPlanSApo, Olympus, Tokyo,
Japan) with numerical aperture of 1.2 was used to focus the
light into the sample. A second objective lens (LUMFI,
Olympus) with numerical aperture of 1.10 was used to collect
the signal. The SRL signal was detected by a photodiode
(S3994-01, Hamamatsu, Japan) and amplified by a resonant
amplifier, which is described in ref 42. The SRL signal was
extracted by a home-built analog lock-in amplifier, described in
ref 70.

Hyperspectral Imaging. To control the spectral output, a
pulse shaper was set up in each beam. The pulse shaper
transformed the frequency domain of a broadband fs pulse to
the spatial domain, the Fourier plane, so that the manipulation
of the spectral component became available.62 We adopted a
folded 4-f scheme that a mirror was placed at the Fourier plane.
The output was coupled by a vertical misalignment. A grating
of 1800 line/mm and an achromatic lens with 100 mm focal
length were used in the pulse shaper for the 660 nm beam, and
1200 line grating with 100 mm achromatic lens for 820 nm. A
variable slit (approximately 200 μm slit width, VA100,
Thorlabs, Newton, NJ) was placed in the Fourier plane to
cut down the output spectral width of both pump and Stokes
beams to ∼10 cm−1. To scan the wavelength of the narrowed
pump beam, the slit was placed on a motorized translation stage
(T-LS28E, Zaber, Vancouver, Canada). By moving the slit
along the Fourier plane, the different spectral components of

Figure 2. MCR flowchart. The experimental hyperspectral stack is unfolded to data matrix D for MCR-ALS fitting to obtain concentration matrix C
and spectral profile matrix ST. The concentration matrix is then reconstructed to generate concentration maps of each component in each channel.
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the pump beam can be chosen, thus permitting spectral
scanning. We term it as intrapulse spectral scanning. To obtain
a hyperspectral data set, an SRL image was acquired at each
step of the translation stage, generating an XY-Ω stack of
images, where Ω = ωp − ωS is the Raman shift. The
hyperspectral stack was then normalized by the power profile of
the pump (detection) beam, recorded by the same photodiode.
For tissue imaging, the hyperspectral imaging stack was taken at
80 spectral points covering 2805−3023 cm−1 at 40 μs pixel
dwell time, with total acquisition time of 3−4 min. Cultured
MCF7 breast cancer cells were imaged at 80 spectral points
ranging from 2840 to 3070 cm−1, at 40 μs pixel dwell time.
PCA Analysis. The hyperspectral SRS stacks were imported

to Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA) using ImageJ (National
Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD) as spectra arrays (D) of all
of the pixels for MCR analysis, where each row contained a
spectrum. A Matlab command, “Principal component analysis
(PCA) on data”, was performed on the matrix D to obtain the
eigenvectors. The number of major components was assessed
by the eigenvalues returned by PCA analysis, given that the
nonmajor components have eigenvalues necessarily zero.
MCR Analysis. In principle, MCR decomposes the

experimental data matrix D, which consists of spectra obtained
from every pixel of a hyperspectral image, into the product of
two smaller matrices C and ST by a bilinear model, with C
being a matrix of concentration maps for each component and
ST being the matrix of the corresponding spectra (Figure 2):

= · +D C S ET (1)

where E is the error matrix. The number of components (i.e.,
chemical species) contributing to D (1, 2, ..., q) is determined
either by PCA or based on prior knowledge of the system. With

an initial estimation for spectra matrix S, the C and ST are
calculated and then optimized iteratively in an alternative least-
squares (ALS) algorithm until convergence is reached. The
above MCR decomposition is constrained to produce non-
negative concentrations and spectra. The convergence con-
dition for the MCR method ensures that small deviations in the
initial estimations do not cause inconsistency in the results. In
principle, arrays with random numbers can be used as initial
estimations of spectra.
In the current study, we unfolded the original hyperspectral

stack into the data matrix D, where each row was the SRS
intensity at various wavelengths. The concentration matrix and
spectra of each component were then retrieved by a Matlab-
based MCR-ALS toolbox.71 Non-negative concentration and
spectrum values were set as constraints, and 0.01% as the
convergence. The resulting C matrix represents the concen-
tration map, in which each column corresponds to a
component. The corresponding images are then reconstructed
with Matlab and ImageJ, and are shown in figures as the MCR
results. In the spectral matrix, S, each row contains a
corresponding spectrum shown in figures as the MCR output
spectra.

Specimen Preparation. A droplet of DMSO (Sigma-
Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) aqueous solution with different volume
concentration (100%, 33%, 10%, and 1%) was sealed between
two cover glasses and imaged immediately. Hypodermis
adipose tissues were harvest from 3 month old wild-type
mice (C57BL/6J). DMSO was then treated on the skin surface
30 min before imaging. MCF7 breast cancer cells were cultured
in a glass bottom Petri dish at 37 °C with 5% CO2, and fixed
with 10% formaldehyde for 30 min. The hyperspectral SRL
imaging was then performed.

Figure 3. SRL imaging of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) in aqueous solutions. (a) Two selected frames from the XY-Ω stack of DMSO−air interface,
taken at 2912 and 2998 cm−1. A movie of the whole hyperspectral SRS imaging stack can be found in the Supporting Information. (b)
Representative spectra at the points shown in (a): blue ■ for DMSO, red ● for air, and solid line for spontaneous Raman spectrum. (c) MCR
resolved images of aqueous DMSO solution at different concentrations indicated in the images (volume/volume percentage). (d) Intensity profiles
of the MCR resolved images along the dash lines indicated in the corresponding images. (e) MCR analysis results show linear relation with DMSO
concentration. Scale bars: 50 μm.
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■ RESULTS

As a proof of concept, we performed hyperspectral SRL
imaging of DMSO aqueous solutions and used the MCR
method to retrieve the concentrations (Figure 3). A signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) of 78 (Figure 3a) at 2 μs dwell time was
observed in a single frame of hyperspectral stack of pure
DMSO image at the 2912 cm−1 peak. The hyperspectral stack
of images was obtained at 80 spectral points in the 2834−3057
cm−1 spectral range within 28 s (Figure 3b). Such a speed
corresponds to an equivalent of 404 μs per spectrum at each
pixel. The single-pixel DMSO spectrum (blue ■ in Figure 3b)
showed good accordance with the spontaneous Raman
spectrum (solid line), while the spectrum in air (red ●) was
plain noise. The MCR analysis resolved the concentration of
DMSO at each pixel based on the Raman spectrum of pure

DMSO (Figure 3c,d), with a linear response of MCR results to
real DMSO concentration (Figure 3e).
To demonstrate the capability of mapping a target molecule

in a biological environment, we applied DMSO to mouse
hypodermis adipose tissue, which mimics a drug treatment. We
focused on the spectral range located at the C−H vibration
region, where DMSO has a symmetric CH3 stretching mode at
2912 cm−1 and an asymmetric mode at 2999 cm−1 (Figure 4a,
orange line). The DMSO peaks are overlapped with the C−H
vibrations from the tissue. Besides the DMSO spectrum, we
showed the Raman spectrum of olive oil as an example of lipid
(Figure 4a, blue line). Thus, single frequency CRS imaging,
either at the DMSO peak of 2912 cm−1 (Figure 4a,b) or at the
lipid symmetric stretching peak of 2850 cm−1 (Figure 4c,d),
cannot accurately locate the target molecule because the
contrast of the images is overwhelmed by lipid.

Figure 4. Single frequency SRL images. (a) Raman spectrum of DMSO (orange line) at C−H region. To show the overlap with common C−H
vibration modes, olive oil spectrum (blue line) is shown for comparison. SRL images are treated (top row) and nontreated tissue (bottom row) at
2850 cm−1 (b,c) and 2912 cm−1 (d,e), at frequencies marked in (a). Scale bars: 50 μm.
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We then carried out MCR analysis of the obtained
hyperspectral SRS images. Before MCR analysis, we first
performed PCA to determine the major chemical components
of the system and identified two major components based on
the eigenvalues; thus the number of components in MCR was
set for two. With the known spectrum of the target molecule
(DMSO) and a spectrum of olive oil as an estimation of the
lipid background, the MCR method decomposed the raw data
into the concentration map (Figure 5a−f) and the spectrum
(Figure 5g,h) of each component. The constraint was set for
non-negative concentration and spectrum, and 0.01% con-
vergence condition. The fitting error was given by lack of fit
percentage, which compares the fitting result with raw data, and
percent of variance explained (r2). In this data set, the lack of fit
was 1.56%, and the r2 was 99.46%, indicating a good fitting
result. The MCR method does not require accurate estimation
of initial spectra, as the optimization processes will minimize
the lack of fit. The resulting MCR spectra of DMSO (Figure 5g,

■) showed good consistency with spontaneous Raman
spectrum (red line), so as the lipid profile (Figure 5h, ■)
compared to the Raman spectrum of cellular lipid taken from
the same tissue in control group (red line). The reconstructed
images of DMSO showed the intercell distribution of DMSO in
treated tissue (Figure 5a), and the absence of DMSO in control
(Figure 5b). The lipid map (Figure 5c,d) showed the
morphology of fat cells in both specimens. Overlays of the
images of target molecule (green) and the tissue background
(red) are shown (Figure 5e,f) for clear visualization.
We further demonstrated hyperspectral SRL mapping of

major components of biological cells in the spectral range from
2830 to 3010 cm−1 (Figure 6). The hyperspectral stack was first
analyzed by PCA to determine the number of major
components through the eigenvalues array. From the
eigenvalue array, two major components were identified. The
fitting however failed to provide meaningful results in this case.
We then assumed that water, lipid, and DNA/protein are the

Figure 5. Hyperspectral SRL imaging and MCR analysis of DMSO treated hypodermis adipose tissue. First column: DMSO concentration of treated
group (a) and control (b) given by MCR analysis. Second column: lipid content of treated group (c) and control (d). The overlay images are shown
in (e) for treated and (f) for nontreated group, where green indicates DMSO and red for lipid. (g,h) The MCR output spectra for DMSO (g, ■) and
lipid contents (h, ■) along with the spontaneous Raman spectra (solid lines). Scale bars: 50 μm.
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major chemical components of the hyperspectral SRS image.
We used representative SRS spectra obtained from lipid
droplets, nuclei, and extracellular culture medium as the initial
estimation for lipid, DNA/protein, and water, respectively.
With this initial estimation set, the MCR analysis was
performed under the constraint of non-negative concentrations
and spectrum, and the convergence condition of 0.01%. The
MCR result showed the lack of fit 0.20% and the percentage of
variance explained (r2) 99.70%. The fitted spectra are shown in
Figure 6b. The peak around 2860 cm−1 in the spectral profile
(Figure 6b, red) indicates the symmetric vibration of CH2
chains in lipids, whereas the 2940 cm−1 peak in the green curve
showed CH3 symmetric stretching vibration from protein/
nucleotide. The spectral profile in cyan color indicated the tail
of H2O stretching vibration, representing the water in the
medium. The reconstructed lipid image (Figure 6c) shows an
intense concentration in lipid droplets and a lower concen-
tration at the membrane areas for phospholipids. The
representative protein/nucleotide image (Figure 6d) shows
higher concentration in nucleoli and a smaller signal all over the
cells. Cells with multiple nucleoli are clearly observed in the
MCR resulting image. The distribution of water is shown in
Figure 6e, with absence in areas of lipid droplets. Overall, these
results present a proof of concept of mapping different chemical
species in a crowded region of Raman bands based on SRL
hyperspectral imaging. Such crowded, overlapped Raman bands
embody a challenge for single frequency SRS imaging due to
the lack of chemical specificity. Thus, hyperspectral imaging

plus MCR analysis provides a unique approach to resolve the
complications inherent to a biological environment.

■ DISCUSSION
The MCR method, as a powerful analytical approach, shows
versatile abilities for quantitative vibrational imaging. Because
MCR determines the concentration by the spectrum of the
target molecule, the presence of other components with
overlapped Raman bands should not affect the concentration
mapping result. The power of the MCR method lies in the
extraction of the target molecule over any tissue or cell
background, even when the background signal is relatively
large. This is extremely useful for improving the selectivity and
sensitivity of imaging the target molecule from any possible
background. It should be noted that intermolecular forces, such
as hydrogen bonds and van der Waals force, could alter
vibrational signatures of biomolecules, such as shift of a Raman
peak, and could be an issue for the linear regression method. In
contrast, by minimizing the fitting errors for both spectrum and
concentration, the MCR method is able to retrieve the shifted
spectrum and produce the concentration map. A Labview-based
user-friendly graphical user interface of the MCR method will
enable wide use of this method.
Regarding the laser source, we would discuss a few

advantages offered by fs pulse excitation. First, the relatively
large bandwidth (∼200 cm−1) provides enough spectral range
for resolving overlapped Raman bands, allowing a fast spectral
scan without any physical tuning of the laser cavity. Second, the

Figure 6. Hyperspectral SRL imaging and MCR analysis of breast cancer MCF7 cells. (a) Single frame of hyperspectral SRL image of cells recorded
at 2920 cm−1. A movie of the whole hyperspectral stack can be found in the Supporting Information. (b) Retrieved spectra of the lipid (red),
protein/nucleotide (green), and water (blue) by MCR analysis. (c−e) Reconstructed images corresponding to lipid, protein/nucleotide, and water,
respectively. Scale bars: 10 μm.
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fs oscillator has a high pulse-to-pulse stability that ensures low
variation during acquisition of the hyperspectral stack. Third,
our study offers an approach to perform hyperspectral SRS
imaging by adding a module (e.g., OPO) to an fs Ti:sapphire
laser that is available in many laboratories. Fourth, using an fs
pulse shaper, it is convenient to control the spectral width of
the fs pulse for optimal spectral resolution, resulting in the best
signal while maintaining good spectral resolution. Additionally,
the original fs pulse is readily accessible with the slit fully open,
providing the compatibility for coupling CRS with multiphoton
fluorescence, second harmonic generation, and other NLO
imaging modalities.
It is interesting to compare hyperspectral SRS with

interferometric multiplex CARS. The latter provides the same
information as hyperspectral SRS and uses instrumentation
similar to that of a coherent Raman scattering process. These
two techniques also differ from one another in several aspects.
Hyperspectral SRS needs pump and Stokes beams for signal
generation, whereas interferometric CARS requires a third
beam (i.e., local oscillator) to generate the interferogram. In
interferometric CARS, the interference is very sensitive to the
phase of the local oscillator; thus any disturbance in real
samples, for example, tissues, could produce artifacts in the
results in interferometric CARS. The phase sensitivity also
prevents the use of laser scanning scheme in interferometric
CARS imaging, because the laser scan in a large field of view
changes the relative phase of the local oscillator. In contrast, the
phase matching condition is automatically satisfied in an SRS
process. Finally, the hyperspectral SRS spectrum is identical to
the corresponding Raman spectral profile, whereas interfero-
metric CARS microscopy needs extra calculations to retrieve
the Raman profile.
We note that the speed of hyperspectral imaging in the

current setting is limited by the communication time of the
motorized stage, which is 200 ms per step. Future improvement
is available for faster spectral scan, such as the use of a digital
micromirror device (DMD)72 to replace the slit-mirror
assembly in the current intrapulse spectral scanner. The typical
modulation rate of a DMD is ∼30 kHz (Texas Instruments,
Dallas, TX); thus it will reduce the total dead time of spectral
scan from current ∼16 s to less than 3 ms for scanning the 80
spectral points.
We anticipate broad bioanalytical applications of our

platform. Label-free chemical mapping of individual cells by
hyperspectral SRS microscopy opens new opportunities of
uncovering the unseen molecular biology of cells. The
advanced SRS microscope demonstrated here would allow for
fingerprint Raman band mapping of metabolites such as
cholesterol ester, glycogen, lactate, and essential amino acids
such as L-glutamine. Such SRS imaging of single cells could
potentially unveil the unknown metabolic pathways and
identify new genes that regulate cell metabolism. Moreover,
by providing fingerprint spectrum at each pixel, hyperspectral
SRS microscopy will allow for label-free mapping of drugs
inside a tissue with 3-D spatial resolution. Conventionally drug
bioavailability is measured by mass spectrometry,73 which offers
little spatial information. SRS imaging of drug molecules would
be critical for addressing key questions regarding drug delivery,
such as 3-D distribution of a drug inside a solid tumor.
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